[Leading role of genes coding polymerase complex in attenuation of domestic donor viruses for A and B live influenza vaccine].
To identify the genes that are responsible for attenuation of donor viruses for live influenza vaccine. MATERIALS AND METHODS. Analysis of phenotypical properties of reassortants of wild type A and B influenza viruses with A/Leningrad/134/17/57 (H2N2) (A17) and B/USSR/60/69 (B60) master donor viruses was performed by comparison of their capability to grow at different temperatures in chicken eggs or/and MDCK cells. Ts phenotype of 178 reassortants of A17 with current non-ts influenza A wild type viruses and 33 reassortants of B60 with current non-ts influenza B wild type viruses were evaluated. Reassortants inherited two polymerase genes PB2 and PA or PB 1 from A17 regularly demonstrated ts phenotype. The polymerase PA and PB2 gene segments of B60 independently controlled manifestation of ts phenotype of B60 based reassortants. The other nonpolymerase genes played no role in manifestation of ts phenotype of reassortants A17 and B60 viruses. The molecular basis for the development ts phenotype of both A and B influenza vaccine reassortant viruses determined by polymerase genes complex.